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ABSTRACT Pedestrian detection has never been an easy task for computer vision and the automotive

industry. Systems like the advanced driver-assistance system (ADAS) highly rely on far-infrared (FIR)

data captured to detect pedestrians at nighttime. The recent development of deep learning-based detectors

has proven the excellent results of pedestrian detection in perfect weather conditions. However, it is still

unknown what the performance in adverse weather conditions is. In this paper, we introduce a 16-bit

thermal data dataset called ZUT (Zachodniopomorski Uniwersytet Technologiczny) as having the widest

variety of fine-grained annotated images captured in the four biggest European Union countries captured

during severe weather conditions. We also provide a synchronized Controller Area Network (CAN bus) data,

including driving speed, brake pedal status, and outside temperature for future ADAS system development.

Furthermore, we have tested and provided 16-bit depth modifications for the YOLOv3 deep neural network

(DNN) based detector, reaching a mean Average Precision (mAP) up to 89.1%. The ZUT dataset is published

and publicly available at IEEE Dataport and Github.

INDEX TERMS FIR pedestrian detection, 16bit, Yolo, bad weather, ADAS.

I. INTRODUCTION

TheWorld Health Organization (WHO) each year announces

the statistics of people injured in traffic accidents. In 2018,

annual road traffic deaths reached 1.35 million [3], where

half the traffic accidents belong to the category of road users,

cyclists, and pedestrians. Even though the European Union

has the safest roads in the world, there are more than 25 000

[4] people who lose their lives every year, and many more

are seriously injured. One of the causes of traffic accidents

is the bad weather condition. Rain, fog, snow, and wind are

factors affecting visibility and act via a psycho-physiological

function of the driver [5], [6], increasing the traffic accident

rate by up to 13% [7], [8]. The leading countries in traffic

safety are the United Kingdom, Denmark, and Ireland. On

the other hand, the highest fatality rates were in Romania,

Bulgaria, Latvia, and Croatia. To prevent accidents, the EU

introduces new safety measures in cars, lorries, and buses

for advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). The new

systems support a new feature like intelligent speed assis-

tance, advanced emergency braking and lane-keeping sys-

tems, frontal protection systems, driver drowsiness, attention
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monitoring, and event (accident) data recorder. Buses and

lorries will be capable of detecting vulnerable road users.

Pedestrian detection has never been an easy task for auto-

motive applications. Systems highly rely on data captured

from various sensors like radars, visual/thermal spectrum

cameras, and vehicle speed sensors to prevent collision with a

pedestrian. In many cases, sensors are connected to transmit

data through a Controller Area Network (CAN bus), and

then individual modules receive the message to react to the

data. For example, the ABS module collects data from each

car wheel speed sensor via CAN bus and adjusts brake pad

pressure on not slipping/slipping wheels accordingly.

Pedestrian detection systems usually use visual and ther-

mal camera data. The visible spectrum cameras are mainly

used during daylight hours, providing detailed features

of pedestrians, clothing colors, and patterns. At night or

when other conditions decrease visibility, manufacturers like

Toyota try to enhance visibility by emitting near-infrared light

through headlight projectors, and then a camera captures that

reflected radiation. However, visibility distance is only up to

250 meters [9].

Another approach to increase visibility during low-light

hours is to use thermal cameras. In a comparative study

[10] on human performance versus a thermal imaging–based
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FIGURE 1. Examples of KAIST dataset.

automatic system in severe lighting conditions, the second

turned out to be better at detecting pedestrians. In many cases,

participants of conducted experiments did not notice pedes-

trians at all, in contrast to a computer system that analyzed

the thermal data.

Automakers like Audi, BMW, and Daimler offer Autoliv

designed FLIR Pathfinder nighttime driving assistance. Such

a system is based on a far-infrared (FIR) spectrum FLIR

camera having resolution 324 × 256 with a refresh rate of

30Hz [11]. However, not many details are available except on

publication [12] in which it mentioned that the detector was

based on a Cascade classifier, and the dataset was collected

driving eight years, four seasons in various locations and

about one million miles were driven. The official user manual

[11] is also limited by details of the system. We tried to find

accuracy measures, but the only found is a single statement:

‘‘Depending on conditions and ambient temperatures, the

detection algorithms may work poorly or not at all during the

daytime.’’

According to research [13], [14], the accuracy of the detec-

tor may vary on the variety of dataset samples, detector

input/type used, and implementation details. Currently, the

trend is to use DNN, which requires thousands of various

pose featured images. There are many datasets available for

pedestrian detection in the visual spectrum. One of the most

popular among the DNN training source is PASCAL VOC

2012 [15] dataset. The research showed that Fast R-CNN

[16] can reach up to 72.0% mAP, YOLO [14] 63.5% mAP,

SSD512 [17] 88.5% mAP in person detection. KITTI [18]

dataset is also frequently used to test accuracy and detectors

like improved YOLOv3 [19] can reach up to 82.95% mAP

and have improved SSD [20] 68.1% mAP, RCNN [21] aver-

aging 52.17% mAP.

To train DNN on thermal imagery data, it is only pos-

sible to find just ten datasets like: CVC-09 [22], CVC-14

[23], FLIR-ADAS [24], KAIST [25], KMU [26], LSIFIR

[27], OTCBVS [28], RISWIR [29], Terravic Motion IR [30]

and one of the recent SCUT [31]. SCUT, unlike others,

contains images captured from driving a car in areas like

downtown, suburbs, campuses, and expressway roads. It is

also the biggest dataset in terms of a number of frames and

annotations (containing 211k frames and 477k annotations).

The resolution is another important aspect. The SCUT dataset

is captured with 384 × 288 sensors and interpolated to

720 × 576. Finally, the strictly predefined labeling proto-

col was followed by six classes (walk person, squat per-

son, ride person, people, person, and combined annotation

person/people).

KAIST is the second biggest available dataset contain-

ing multi-spectral images captured in visible and thermal

domains, having 95k frames of resolution 640 × 480 taken

from on a vehicle-mounted camera. Recordings were taken in

multiple areas like campuses, cities, and outskirts. All image

domains were manually annotated with three classes (person,

people, and cyclist) for a total of 103,128 annotations and

1,182 unique pedestrians.

Despite the existing dataset, each of them has some limi-

tations. First of all, none of the datasets contain information

about exact weather conditions while recording. For example,

when it rains, the water and dirt coats cameras lenses, which

causes an effect of a blurry image without precise contours

and lowered intensity of pedestrian. SCUT authorsmentioned

that they were recording during December in Guangzhou,

China, where the average rainfall is only 32 mm [32]. Sec-

ondly, there is no tracking of the outside the temperature,

which affects the image details. For example, during the cold

winter days, the pedestrians look very bright, however during

the hot summer nights, the pedestrians are blended with the

background. Finally, it is crucial to keep annotation quality

by complying with the same annotation protocol. We have

checked more than 50k annotations of the KAIST dataset

and found that in some cases a group of people is marked

as one annotation 1(a), sometimes as separate 1(b) or some

annotations looked misslabeled 1(c) having no context.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized

as follows: 1) Introduction of a new benchmark database

which outperforms the existing ones in several key issues

(much greater data diversity, the inclusion of car CAN data,

information of weather conditions and temperature, extended

annotation classes, 16 bit depth images). 2) Introduction of a

normalization procedure for 16 bits data, taking into account

the temperature of the environment. 3) Evaluation of two
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TABLE 1. Comparison of data diversity on KAIST, SCUT and ZUT datasets.

leading deep learning network architectures on the proposed

database together with checking the impact of the normaliza-

tion procedure.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: we provide an

overview of the dataset, the methodology of how the dataset

was collected, the description of annotations available, details

of modifications done to Darknet DNN implementation to

support 16bit depth images, YOLOv3 and Tiny YOLOv3

(TINYv3) configuration changes, and the results of dataset

evaluation. The paper ends with final conclusions.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Since none of the datasets reported in scientific literature con-

tain a sufficient variety of samples to create a detector capable

of detecting pedestrians in bad weather conditions, we have

decided to collect a dataset called ZUT-FIR-ADAS [1], [2]

or ZUT in this paper. We used FLIR SC320 thermal camera

with a spatial resolution of 320×240, capturing 16bit frames

at 30fps. In addition to thermal data, we have synchronized

and extracted a Skoda Fabia MK2 Green Line 1.4 TDI CAN

bus data. The CAN data includes car speed, the brake status

(brake released, foot on the brake, brake press), which was

captured from the ABS module, and the outside temperature

from the instruments cluster.

For the recording location, we selected four European

Union countries: Denmark, Germany, Poland, and Lithuania

starting in the middle of autumn and finishing in the middle

of winter. Law limitations were based on the selection cri-

teria and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) rules,

typical weather conditions based on season, car accident

statistics, and traffic infrastructure. For example, we wanted

to record in Austria. However, it is entirely illegal to use

a camera there, and it is possible to face fines of 26,000

Euros [33], [34]. Fortunately, Denmark, Germany, Poland,

and Lithuania are camera friendly. Only in Germany is it

required to mask car number plates, and people face for data

publication. Fortunately, these restrictions do not apply to

thermovision spectrum imagery.

Denmark was selected because it has up to 19 days of

rainfall in November, is the top country in traffic safety

records, and has traffic infrastructure designed for cyclists.

Germany is also one of the top countries in traffic safety, but

it is rich in traffic infrastructure/regulations and has unlimited

speeds on theAutobahn. The remaining countries, Poland and

Lithuania, are rich by nature, have forest-surrounded roads

FIGURE 2. The flowchart of CAN bus capturing program.

with a high probability of animals’ being present, are sur-

rounded by small villages across the main highways, and are

traffic heavy on transitive routes. The dataset contains frames

driven through various weather conditions like fair weather,

cloudy with a chance of rain, mild rain, heavy rain, and fog.

The dataset includes ten road scenes: city center, old town,

roundabouts, tunnels, city outskirts, one-way roads, two-way

roads, highways, Autobahns. The ZUT also includes images

driving with speeds up to 180km/h, driving through capital

cities (Berlin, Copenhagen, Warsaw, and Vilnius) and during

morning and evening rush hours. The temperature is ranging

from −0.5 to 12 degrees Celsius. The detailed comparison is

visible in table 1.

A. CAN BUS DATA CAPTURE

To collect car data, we used an Atmel SAM3X8E 32bit ARM

microprocessor having a clock speed of 84MHz. To interface

CAN bus, we used MCP2515 CAN Controller with SPI
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FIGURE 3. Wrapped camera and placement.

FIGURE 4. A comparison of camera view.

interface connected directly to instrument cluster CAN bus

wiring. We have established a gigabit network in the car and

broadcasted UDP packets of CAN data through ENC28J60

Ethernet SPI interface. We have chosen to use UDP packets

to minimize packet size and gain speed, but the drawback is

that some of the packets might be lost. Lastly, we designed

the application (2), which throttles the frequency of broadcast

ten times per second. Besides, there is an additional logic

implementation that keeps track of data captured by persisting

it in memory. For example, when the brake pedal is pressed,

the message throttle mechanism is overridden, and the mes-

sage is sent right away. This strategy was chosen to minimize

network overflow and overhead in thread synchronization.

B. DATA RECORDING

Each recording session starts with the camera protection

preparation procedure. To protect the camera and its lens

against dust, rain, and dirt, every session, we have been

wrapping the camera (3) with a very thin plastic film used

in the food industry.

Experimentally, we have found that very thin plastic film

allows thermal energy to pass through it with a minor distor-

tion (4). The center of the roof was chosen for the location of

the mounting point of the camera, in order to minimize the

dirt coming from cars in front and to allow equal left/right

side visibility. Additionally, we re-calibrated the camera for

a better view before each recording.

FIGURE 5. The flowchart of data recording application.

We have created a second application (5) on the car

installed computer to record data, based on an I7 eighth

generation processor with an NVIDIA RTX2070 graphics

processor. The application has two threads, the first for image

capturing/recording and the second for reading UDP packets

with CAN data from the local gigabit network.

The image capturing thread reads data from the camera

using the GenICam protocol. Since this protocol is generic,

there are many SDK providers for camera manipulation. In

our case, we used the Baumer GAPI SDK [35] because it

allowed us to get raw data, and is compatible with OpenCV.

After successfully grabbing the frame, we convert it to a

single-channel 16bit Mat object scaled to 640 × 480 reso-

lution. Then, CAN data from UDP capture is copied by a

thread locking semaphore. To minimize annotation work, we

used the pre-annotation approach [36] based on the TINYv3

[37] neural network. The pre-annotation detector was trained

by 50,000 of images scaled down to 640 × 480 resolution

taken from SCUT dataset with ‘‘People-?’’ class excluded,
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TABLE 2. Annotation count per specific class.

FIGURE 6. Dataset examples during various weather conditions.

having 67% mAP precision. Finally, we save corresponding

frame ID with CAN data to comma-separated CSV file and

the captured frame with YOLO type annotation.

The CAN thread binds to the network interface and starts

reading UDP packets. Then the shared resource across the

recording thread is locked, and the resource is updated with

received data. Finally, the resource is unlocked, and the pro-

cess continues to repeat until the main application is stopped.

In this way, we have recorded more than 500GB of data;

however, to minimize the dataset and have a wider variety of

samples, we have taken every tenth frame for the annotation

process.

C. THE ANNOTATIONS

The annotation started on pre-labeled data. We have found

that generally pedestrians were pre-annotated well, but the

mainworkwas to divide objects into different classes. For this

process, we used Ybat: YOLO BBox Annotation Tool [38].

The ZUT dataset contains two sets of annotations. The first

set is made of annotations used for the training. The bench-

marking set was used to measure the accuracy of the detector

in places where it was not trained.

Each set of annotations includes fine-grained labels

divided into nine classes: Pedestrian, Occluded, Body-parts,

Cyclist, Motorcyclist, Scooterist, Unknowns?, Baby carriage,

Pets, and Animals. The cardinality of each class or available

annotations are presented in the table (2). An individual

person is labeled as a pedestrian when it is walking, running,

standing, or when at least 60% of the individual person’s

body is visible. Occluded class is used when it is impossible

to distinguish an individual from a group of people. The

Body-parts class is mainly used when less than 40% of the

individual person’s body is visible. For example, individual

person is behind a car, and his/her head is visible, then the

individual person is considered part of the Body-parts class.

The same strategy is used with legs and hands. Cyclists,

Motorcyclists, and Scooterist are labeled separately because

there are a lot of scooterists and motorcyclists in Germany,

but cyclists are dominant in Denmark. The Unknowns? class

is mainly used for objects similar to pedestrians, like a

tilted tree or a hot traffic sign or traffic light. The Baby

Carriage class doesn’t contain many annotations, but we

saw that there is some visibility of children in it. The last

class Pets and Animals, includes domestic cats and dogs
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FIGURE 7. Pedestrian annotation intersection histogram.

mainly, but there are several foxes and rabbits annotated

as well.

The database was collected during hours of driving in

different real-life scenarios without any artificial arrange-

ments. For this reason, the database reflects real situations

encountered on the road, and the number of object instances is

fewer in some classes than in others. For example, compared

to pedestrians pets and animals are extremely rare in the city

environment.

Figure (6) presents pedestrian visibility changes through

different weather conditions. When the recording started,

the camera is clear, and pedestrians are very clearly visible

6(a). However the visibility becomes indistinct after driving

several minutes in the rain 6(b), where only the warmest

are visible. Similarly, the view looks darker during the mild

rain 6(e) and driving in the fog 6(f). During the heavy rain,

there are almost no thermal objects visible 6(d). The opposite

situation is visible during the frost. The background and the

people are very bright, and it is hard to distinguish further

than 60 meters 6(c).

Some pedestrian detection applications, like detecting [39],

[40] pedestrians in the crowd is need to have an indicator

of pedestrian annotation intersection. For this reason, we

have provided a histogram (7) which shows intersected area

distribution through the dataset.

D. TRAINING

For the training, we decided to use two versions of YOLO

DNN - YOLOv3 and TINYv3, since both can be used for

real-time performance and are regarded as state-of-the-art

detection/recognition approaches. To increase the accuracy

of YOLO it was decided to train DNN by using 16bit depth

images data, which provide up to 256 times more information

than a regular 8bit images. To support this feature, the latest

Darknet implementationwas taken (maintained byAlexeyAB

[41]) and the following changes were applied:

1) The image loading function

FIGURE 8. Pedestrian height distribution per distance.

TABLE 3. Annotation distribution according to weather conditions.

2) The normalization function

3) The data augmentation function

The image loading function was changed in training and

testing phases to load 16bit images. The normalization func-

tion was changed by dividing the intensity value of over

65535 instead of 255. Finally, the augmentation function was

changed by adding a low pass filter, which filters intensity by

the temperature in which the image was captured. To design

a low pass filter, all dataset annotations were used. The corre-

sponding temperature averaged the maximum and minimum

pixel intensity, and the quadratic function was fitted upon

the lowest maximum intensity points. In case the maximum

intensity was below the function, the value is kept without

applying the filter. This filter resulted in hot objects like tires,

disk brakes, exhaust pipes, windows, and chimneys to be less

bright and provide more contour and pattern information.

This also enhanced the visibility of ‘‘hot‘‘ pedestrians who,

for example, had driven the long distances in warm cars.

The remaining YOLO configuration was left unchanged

except the input resolution enhanced to 640 × 480, recal-

culated the anchors by k-means algorithm, and changed the

input channel number to 1. The ZUT training set was divided

by 80% of images used for the training and 20% for the

testing. Additionally, we excluded classes like Occluded,
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TABLE 4. ZUT training results.

TABLE 5. Annotation distribution per pedestrian distance per best
detector mAP.

TABLE 6. Detection evaluation on ‘‘Body-parts’’, ‘‘Unknowns?’’ and ‘‘Baby
carriage’’ classes.

TABLE 7. Modified SCUT training results.

Unknowns?, Baby carriage, Pets and Animals from the

dataset and merged the remaining classes into one category.

III. RESULTS

The training results are presented in table (4). We pro-

vide information on experiment configuration and obtained

results. Two variants of mAP (for different IoU: 0.5 and 0.25),

loss and number of iteration are referenced. Initially, the best

performance was registered for unmodified YOLOv3 DNN,

reaching the accuracy of 80.5 mAP. The TINYv3 acheived

only 66.3 mAP after 243k iterations, which indicates that

the network cannot extract more features from the dataset.

In this case, we have increased input resolution to 640×480,

and YOLOv3 improved to 85.4 mAP, which outperforms the

initial YOLOv3 by 6%. However, the TINYv3 reached accu-

racy almost the same as YOLOv3 with an input resolution

of 416 × 416. Furthermore, the low pass filter additionally

increased accuracy by 4.3% for YOLOv3 and 4.1% for a

TINYv3. Finally, we converted the training set to 8bit images

with low pass filter to compare the 16bit images versus 8 bit

images. The 8 bit TINYv3 reached 71.1 mAP and we stopped

the training at 78k iterations because the loss stopped to

decreasing. The YOLOv3 reached 79.6 mAP at 123k itera-

tions and the loss stopped decreasing as well. To sum up we

increased accuracy by 10.67%with 16bit images and low pass

filter.

The visibility distance is another crucial aspect for evalua-

tion of detection accuracy. Figure (8) shows that pedestrians

whose height is 1.88 meters in the 100-meter distance would

FIGURE 9. Maximum, minimum intensity and temperature distribution
per dataset.

be equal to 21 pixels. Pedestrians farther than 100 meters

are very poorly visible. However, Table (5) shows that the

training set contains about 39k of annotations at a distance

between 61 and 80 meters where the YOLOv3 16bit +

low pass version reached 82.9 mAP on the training set and

52.4 mAP on the benchmark. The TINYv3 16bit + low pass

version performed worse and entered 71.5 mAP for the train-

ing set and 51.7 mAP for the benchmark set. The second

biggest interval is from 41 to 61 meters. This interval was

the best for both detectors gaining 92.9mAP for YOLOv3

16bit+ low pass, 75.6 mAP for TINYv3 16bit+ low pass for

the training set. The benchmark set had similar results where

YOLOv3 16bit + low pass got 76.5 mAP and TINYv3 16bit

+ low pass 59.4 mAP. The worst results were obviously from

81m going to infinity, where the object got very small.

We also wanted to measure the detection precision on

classes excluded from the training. Table (6) shows that the

YOLOv3 and TINYv3 are making very small mAP detection

on Body parts, Un-knowns? and Baby carriage classes.

IV. VALIDATION

In validating our training results, we faced two challenges.

The first one is that there is no 16bit thermal dataset used for

pedestrian detection application, primarily used in competi-

tions like VOTChallenge [42]. The second issue is annotation

methodology, since pedestrians can be annotated in many

ways and poses, the dataset used for direct comparison should

be annotated in the same way to have the most accurate

results. For those reasons, we decided to use our dataset
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TABLE 8. ZUT and SCUT dataset comparison.

TABLE 9. ZUT combined with SCUT dataset comparison.

8bit + low pass version and compare detectors YOLOv3

and TINYv3 against the SCUT test dataset. Besides, we had

deeply analyzed the SCUT dataset annotation methodology

and found that there are many cases when two pedestrians

touched with the hand is marked as a single annotation.

Also, when there is a case of group people (two pedestrians

visible, others not), it was marked as a single group of people

annotation, including partially visible pedestrians. This part

was takenwith the care in the ZUT dataset.Wemarked clearly

visible pedestrians as pedestrians, and only the occluded

and partially visible were marked as an occluded annotation.

To solve this incompatibility in annotation methodology, we

have iterated through all SCUT dataset and excluded frames

containing a group of people annotations and people annota-

tions similar to the square shape. Also, to make a competition

fair, we reused our YOLO 8bit configuration and trained it on

the modified SCUT dataset. Important to mention, we have

also scaled down all the images to 640×480 resolution, since

the original source resolution was lower and merged with

other classes to people class. The dataset shrunk to 78,942

frames (118,377 annotations) for the training and 76,381

frames (122,537 annotations) for the testing.

In the table (7) we have presented the training results

of YOLOv3 and TINYv3 detectors of the modified SCUT

dataset. We have used two thresholds for IoU, which were set

to 50% and 25%. The YOLOv3 version reached 86.4 mAP,

which was very close to our 16bit version and outperformed

our 8bit version. The TINYv3 reached up to 79.3 mAP, better

than the 8bit version but still not enough to compete with

16bit modification.

In the table (8) we have provided mAP, Average IoU,

Recall, Precision, F1-score as well as True Positive (TP),

False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) measures having

two thresholds (25%& 50%) of IoU. The strategy of compar-

ison was to take SCUT and compare it against ZUT training.

Then benchmark sets and after that do oppositely for ZUT.

Such comparison revealed that both sets are not performing

verywell against each other since both of themwere collected

in different weather conditions and location and surroundings

do not have much of a familiar context. The best results for

SCUTwere on the ZUT training set, having 37.7mAP of 50%

IoU byYOLOv3. The ZUT performed similarly on the SCUT

dataset, reaching 39.1 mAP with YOLOv3, at the most.

Since both sets performed similarly, we additionally

decided to join them into one set, retrain YOLOv3&TINYv3

and repeat the same validation once again. In the table (9)

we found that precision improved a lot. YOLOv3 on the

ZUT training set reached 82.7 mAP, and on the ZUT bench-

mark 69.2 mAP and 80.8 mAP. TINYv3 also improved and

achieved 73.9 mAP on the ZUT training set, 58.6 mAP on the

benchmark set, and 78.1 mAP on SCUT.

V. CONCLUSION

To sum up, in this paper we have provided a ZUT dataset that

contains 122k annotations and more than 79k (3) collected

during the drizzle or the rain. The remaining annotations

were collected during frosty and cloudy conditions. Only

752 annotations were observed when the sky was clear. In

addition to this, the dataset includes car CAN data, which can

be used for creating ADAS systems for thermal image based

detectors.

The CAN data can contribute to better system perfor-

mance. Although we have investigated in the paper, only

one of its components - the temperature of the environment

- there are many more potential applications. We proposed

the normalization procedure, which utilizes the temperature
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information, and we registered a few percent improvements.

Besides this, the speed of the car can be used for a great

advantage to modify tracker parameters. According to the

speed or driving pattern, the threshold of detection probability

can be adjusted. Driving pattern alone can be determined

on frequencies of using break and acceleration pedals (for

a city, there are many brakes and accelerations, Authobans

characterize with long brakes and accelerations).

Furthermore, the proposed modifications show that using

16bit images instead of 8bit improves detection accuracy

by 10.67%. The low pass filter also gives improvements

in increasing accuracy by four percent, however the more

complex filter could improve the accuracy further because

the current proposition is based on average results, and in this

dataset, we had not enough samples in the temperature range

between −1.5 to 4 ◦C. Also, the onboard precipitation sensor

would help in adjusting the intensity of the image, because

currently we cannot apply any further real-time enhance-

ments in regards to the rain or fog.

Finally, the comparison of SCUT and ZUT databases

showed that a wider variety of annotations made a much

stronger detector, which is capable of work in severe and good

weather conditions. This also concludes that another dataset

should be collected during the spring and summer seasons to

add more samples for better detection accuracy.
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